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OUD And Recovery

Sixteen million people 
worldwide suffer from 
Opioid Use Disorder (OUD)

Many of those affected by OUD 
turn to social media, particularly 
Reddit (a popular online-based 
post forum) to aid them in their 
journey to recovery



Background

https://addictionintervention.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/3-Stages-of-Relapse-AI-V1.gif

The first stage of relapse is 
emotional relapse:

○ Occurs before an 
individual even 
considers using again

○ Individual 
demonstrates a 
negative affect in  
their day-to-day 
language 



Significance of Work

https://nic-us.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/2019-OP-Playbook-Full_Page_01.jpg

Automated 
identification of 
recovery problems 
through the use of 
machine learning

Early detection and 
intervention by 
professionals

Tangible 
prevention of 
relapse and/or 
fatal overdoses



Purpose
● Define specific means for identifying Reddit users 

who have self-disclosed a relapse in the subreddit 
r/OpiatesRecovery

● Demonstrate how the tones differ between a user 
who has self-disclosed a relapse from a user who has 
not mentioned a relapse in their post history on the 
same subreddit

● Characterize how an individual’s vocabulary and 
tone changes in their Reddit posts as they move 
towards relapse



Dataset Overview + Initial Cleaning

DATASET OVERVIEW

● Retrieved using Reddit’s public API from 
subreddit r/OpiatesRecovery

● Included all posts made by Reddit users from 
2012-2021

● Used Python and Pandas (Python Data 
Analysis Library) to curate the dataset for the 
specific research question

● Executed primarily in Jupyter Notebooks

INITIAL CLEANING

● Filtered out all [removed] or [deleted] 
authors and posts

● Created “fulltext” column - has all the 
text self-disclosed by user

● Ensured every user had 2 or more 
posts



Identifying Users Who Had Self-Disclosed a Relapse

Built language 
matching system 
(regexes)

- Accounted for variations 
of the most common 
phrases used in the 
subreddit to disclose a 
relapse

“I’ve Relapsed”

Adapts to 
language 

differences 
between 
people

Example Reddit 
post on 
r/OpiatesRecovery

“X Days Clean”

“Day X Clean”

“Day X”

“Have X Days”



Setting Up Sentiment + Comparative Analyses

● Treatment Group - All the posts that discuss relapse in the 
subreddit

● Control Group - All posts from the subreddit made by users who 
have not self-disclosed a relapse in the past○

Returned polarity [-1,1] and subjectivity [0,1] of each post

Pre-processing Work:

● Removing punctuation

● Lowercase

● Stopwords - “is”, “which”, 

“at”, etc.



Calculated Confusion Matrix Determining Accuracy of Language 
Matching Systems



General Results

● 735 users (9.5%) self-disclosed that 

they relapsed 

● 35.92% of the users had their first post 

discuss a prior relapse

Users discussed relapse 
in 39.18% of overall posts



Conclusions

● The regular expressions created were accurate and robust to identify 

users who had self-disclosed a relapse, thus, supporting the first 

hypothesis.

● Results emphasize importance of online communities in recovery, in 
line with previous work 



Future Work

Quantify difference in sentiment of 

users who disclosed a relapse and 

users who didn’t through a 

comparative statistical analysis

Certain elements of robust 

regular expressions can be 

repurposed for many other 

addiction studies 

SHORT 
TERM

LONG 
TERM


